In this work the co-synthesis method, that optimizes dynamically reconfigurable multiprocessor SOPC system architectures, is presented. The algorithm maximizes speed of a SOPC system, taking into consideration the space constraints of the FPGA. The algorithm starts with the initial solution, where all tasks are assigned to only one general purpose processor module. Next, it produces new solutions using iterative improvement methods. To the best of authors' knowledge, it is the first algorithm that takes into consideration mutually exclusive tasks in optimization of dynamically reconfigurable systems. Such tasks are specified using conditional task graphs. Partially reconfigurable FPGAs enable reuse of the same hardware resources for mutually exclusive tasks. In this way, the area occupied by an embedded system can be decreased and free space may be used for other purposes. It was shown that the presented approach can also increase the performance of a SOPC system.
INTRODUCTION
Today's FPGAs enable the integration of a complex system on one device, also called System On Programmable Chip (SOPC). Moreover, many reconfigurable architectures support a partial and dynamic reconfigurability [1] . Dynamic reconfiguration [2] , also called a run-time reconfiguration, is the ability to change a hardware configuration during the execution of a processing task. This feature enables a larger part of the application to be accelerated in hardware. In partially reconfigurable FPGAs [1] only a part of the configuration can be modified. In this way, computations may overlap with reconfigurations, reducing the reconfiguration time overhead.
The aim of this work is to present an algorithm for the resource constrained co-synthesis of dynamically reconfigurable SOPCs. The algorithm maximizes speed of a system taking into consideration space constraints associated with the maximal admissible area of an FPGA. The target architecture of the system consists of general purpose processor cores and dedicated hardware modules, all are implemented in one FPGA device. The algorithm starts with the initial solution, where all tasks are assigned to one general purpose processor module. Next, it produces new solutions using iterative improvement methods. The reconfiguration time is taken into consideration in the task scheduling algorithm, in such a way, that impact of this time on the performance of the system is minimized.
In the most embedded systems a lot of their functionalities are mutually exclusive (Mutually Exclusive Tasks -MET). Specifications of data-dominated embedded systems, *Address correspondence to this author at the Department of Computer Engineering, Cracow University of Technology, Cracow, Poland; E-mail: s.deniziak@computer.org containing mutually exclusive tasks, are usually represented as conditional task graphs. Information about such tasks, combined with dynamic reconfiguration, enable better reuse the hardware resources of an FPGA. Mutually exclusive tasks may be assigned to the same hardware resource, then the area of the implementation can be significantly decreased, thus more tasks can be implemented in hardware. This often leads to faster systems. To the best of authors' knowledge, the method presented in this paper is the first algorithm for the co-synthesis of dynamically reconfigurable multiprocessor embedded systems that are specified using conditional task graphs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next sections review related work and introduce the concept of dynamically reconfigurable systems. Then our algorithm, called CESEDYRES, will be presented. Next, experimental results are given. Two examples containing METs will demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. The paper ends with conclusions.
RELATED WORK
Two types of algorithms have been applied to the cosynthesis problem: optimal methods based on exhaustive exploration or integer linear programming (ILP) [3, 4] and heuristic ones. Optimal methods give optimal solutions, but they are limited only to small instances of the co-synthesis problem. Hence more essential are heuristic methods. The following types of heuristics have been applied to the cosynthesis: probabilistic algorithms (i.e. simulated annealing, genetic algorithms), constructive algorithms and iterative improvement algorithms. Due to their performance and effectiveness the most promising are: genetic algorithms [5] [6] [7] and iterative refinement algorithms [8, 9] .
Chatha and Vemuri formulated a reconfiguration problem in the co-synthesis [10] , but it was limited only to one CPU (software) -one FPGA (hardware) topology. Similar target architecture was used in [11, 12] . In these approaches a coarse grained hardware/software partitioning algorithm was used. The Nimble compiler [13] also assumes architecture consisting of one general purpose processor and a dynamically reconfigurable FPGA. More general model, consisting of many FPGAs and heterogeneous processors was used in CORDS [5] . All of these methods assume full-chip reconfiguration; they do not consider partially reprogrammable FPGAs. None of them considers SOPC systems, but all of these methods use multi-chip architectures.
In the evolutionary algorithm called SLOPES [14] , partially reconfigurable Xilinx FPGAs are used, but the method does not consider the problem of placement of reconfigurable modules in the FPGA device. In [15] a multiprocessor SOPC architecture that can be implemented in partially reconfigurable FPGAs is considered, but the system is represented as a simple linear task graph. The method for the cosynthesis of dynamically reconfigurable systems is presented in [16] . The target architecture includes an embedded processor that dynamically changes functionality of the system, but this method is not applicable for multiprocessor systems. Another approach [3] considers advantages of partially reconfigurable FPGAs, but it is based on ILP method, thus it can be applied only for co-synthesis of small systems.
Other approaches concentrate on design environments for the implementation of dynamically reconfigurable systems. In [17] an IP-based design platform is presented. PaDReH [18] is a framework for design, implementation and validation of dynamically reconfigurable systems. A selfreconfigurable platform, where an FPGA dynamically reconfigure itself under the control of an embedded processor, is presented in [19] . Approaches concerning the realization of systolic arrays in FPGAs [20, 21] also consider similar problems.
None of the known co-synthesis methods targets at dynamically reconfigurable multiprocessor SOPCs. Most of them are dedicated to outdated FPGAs. Only [12, 22] impose strict linear placement constraints. Architectures generated without considering the physical location of tasks may be unrealizable in many modern FPGAs (e.g. Xilinx Virtex devices). Both methods are dedicated to HW/SW architectures containing only one CPU. The approach [12] is based on the Kernighan-Lin/Fiduccia-Matheyes (KLFM) heuristic that iteratively improves solutions by simple movements of tasks. In [22] the co-synthesis is based on the genetic approach and an improved list scheduling algorithm. The approach presented in this paper also specifies the co-synthesis of dynamically reconfigurable systems as a constrained placement problem.
The co-synthesis methods operate on internal model of a system that is based on specification in the form of communicating tasks. Task graph (TG) is the most popular representation of an embedded system [5, 6, 10, 12, 23] . In a few works conditional task graphs are also considered [24] [25] [26] [27] . However, these methods are not intended for co-synthesis of dynamically reconfigurable systems. In some other works conditional scheduling algorithms are described [28, 29] , but they are not dedicated to scheduling of tasks in DRSOPC systems. The method presented in this paper considers conditional task graphs (CTG) as a representation of an embedded system that can be dynamically reconfigured.
The main contributions of the approach presented in this work are the following:
it considers multiprocessor SOPC architectures. To the best of authors' knowledge there is no known cosynthesis method dedicated to dynamically reconfigurable multiprocessor SOPC systems; -it incorporates a physical layout of hardware modules, like in [12] and [22] , but it takes into account the placement of processor cores, too; -it operates on the conditional task graph. Although there are some co-synthesis methods using CTG, none of them can be applied to dynamically reconfigurable SOPC systems; -the target system is self-reconfigurable. Most of the co-synthesis methods assume that run-time reconfiguration is performed using an external hardware. In the presented approach the target system architecture that includes reconfiguration controller is generated; -heuristics used in the co-synthesis algorithm are capable of escaping from local minima. Experimental results showed that the presented algorithms usually find significantly better solutions than the first local maximum of performance.
BASIC CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
Let the conditional graph CTG=(V,E) represents mutual relationships between tasks of a system. The node v i V represents i-th task. The edge e ij E corresponds to the communication between tasks v i and v j . The simple edge e ij E s is an edge without assigned condition. The conditional edge e ijk E c is an edge with assigned condition c k . The following equations have to be fulfilled:
Granularity of tasks is such that data transmission is the last activity of each task. Task v j may start, only when all its predecessors have finished their execution and when all data to this task have been transferred. The volume d ij of a data transfer is associated with the edge e ij , if any data dependency occurs. Data transmission runs independently from the data processing. Fig. (1) shows a sample conditional task graph. Any number of conditional edges can come from one branch fork task v fork , but all paths corresponding to the same condition have to join in the same join task (v join ). Conditions may be hierarchical. Two tasks v i and v j are mutually exclusive when exist P k1 , P k 2 , e klm E c , and e kpn E c such that: c m c n = false and e klm P k1 and e kpn P k 2 and v i P k1 and v j P k 2 , where P k1 and P k 2 represent conditional paths starting from the node v k . It is assumed that a library of software and hardware components that can be used for implementation of the system is given. In the library there are three types of resources: general purpose processors (GPPs), hardware virtual components (VCs) and communication links (CLs). 
0 -when tasks are allocated to the same resource. Tables 1 and 2 show a sample resource library corresponding to the system specified by the graph from Fig. (1) . It is assumed that the target architecture includes processor cores GPPs and dynamically reconfigurable sectors RSs that communicate with each other by communication links CLs. Hardware components (VCs) are placed in sectors RSs. One or more VCs can be assigned to one sector in the same time frame, thus RS can execute exactly one selected subset of tasks. Tasks assigned to one RS may run in parallel. After all tasks assigned to the same sector have finished their execution the sector is reconfigured to allocate new VC modules.
Areas of all available RSs are calculated as the sum of areas of some VCs from the library, next they are justified according to the requirements of a module based reconfiguration. The algorithm of RSs generation is explained in the next section. Reconfiguration time for each RS is calculated on the basis of the reconfiguration time of one logical cell (t r ), which is taken from the datasheet of a target FPGA.
It is assumed that the target architecture includes an additional embedded processor GPPr, which controls reconfiguration process. There are two other parameters associated with GPPs: the maximum memory load (CM i ) is a maximum memory that can be used for an application, and the area occupied by the processor core (Su i ). There is also one parameter defined for RS i : the area of an FPGA occupied by the sector (S RSi ).
Let the architecture of a system be composed of p processor cores GPP i (i=1,…, p), one processor that controls reconfiguration GPP r occupying the area Su r , r sectors RS i (i=p+1,…, p+r) and c communication links CL j (j=1,…, c). The total area of the system is defined as follows:
Execution time of all tasks in the system is defined as follows:
where: t k (PE j ) is the finish time of a task scheduled as the last one on PE j ((VC j or GPP j ) and t k (CL j ) is the finish time of a communication scheduled as the last one on CL j . Therefore, performance of the SOPC system is the following:
The goal of the co-synthesis is to find the fastest architecture of a self-reconfigurable SOPC system that meets the functional requirements given by CTG graph. The architecture has to guarantee feasible implementation (assuming module reconfiguration) and hasn't to exceed size of a target FPGA.
INITIALIZATION
In the presented approach the hardware-software cosynthesis starts with an initialization. In this step all available sizes of RS are being calculated. Next, an initial solution is created.
The best sector size is the size that can contain as many as possible different groups of tasks. To achieve greater flexibility a few different sizes of RS should be available. Let r be the number of VCs in the library, l -the maximum number of sizes to be generated and C j i -the j-th subset of any i different VCs. The algorithm of computing l available sizes of sectors looks as follows: In the first loop the algorithm computes sums of areas of all possible VC groups. Next (the second loop), it chooses sums which are most frequent or sums which values are the most similar (values are in a given range). In the last loop it rounds these sums to the nearest value of a reconfigurable block size required by the module reconfiguration and chooses them as available sector sizes.
The initial solution is the architecture where all tasks are assigned to one general purpose processor. Such solution leaves most space in FPGA available for RSs.
If an embedded system is represented by the conditional task graph, then all mutually exclusive tasks should be determined in the initialization step. For this purpose, the algorithm of a CTG labeling is used.
CTG LABELING
Determining mutually exclusive tasks in the CTG is not straightforward, especially when conditions are hierarchical. The algorithm of the CTG labeling simplifies this problem. For each task, a few labels will be assigned. The label c k (v j ) equals cond, where cond is the identifier of a condition (all conditions are numbered). The label level(v j ) corresponds to the level of v i in the hierarchy of conditional paths. The level is incremented after each conditional edge belonging to the same path in the CTG. The table of labels v j ->fork[level (v j )] contains task numbers that checks the condition corresponding to the level level(v j ) in the hierarchy of conditional paths. The algorithm of the CTG labeling is the following: 
ARCHITECTURE REFINEMENT
The presented method of the hardware-software cosynthesis (COSEDYRES) is an iterative improvement procedure that creates new solutions (architectures of a system) through modifications of previous ones. Refinement process is controlled by the gain that describes quality of the improvement. The gain is the difference between two compared solutions. Quality of the solution is usually characterized by a few parameters (e.g. cost, performance). Two methods of the modification are used: adding one GPP or RS, and removing one GPP or RS. Both modifications can be made in one step of the algorithm. In this way, moving group of tasks, from one resource (processor or sector) to another, is possible in one step. Algorithm stops when there are no possibilities to obtain better solutions.
In the COSEDYRES, the physical constraints on placement of reconfigurable modules are taken into account [16] . Reconfigurable sectors are always strict linearly placed, i.e. each RS occupies a contiguous set of CLB columns. Such restrictions eliminate some possible optimal solutions, but physically unrealizable because of placement infeasibility.
The list scheduling method, where priorities are assigned to each task, is applied in the algorithm. For each task v i , times of execution of tasks, on all paths starting from v i are computed. The longest time is taken as the priority of the task. Tasks with higher priorities are scheduled first. Task scheduling, allocation of CLs and communication scheduling are done simultaneously.
In each iteration step all possible modifications of the current solution are evaluated. The best solution, i.e. a solution giving the best gain, is chosen to the next step. To increase the probability of getting out of local maxima of performance, the possibility of optimization in the next steps is also taken into consideration, in the calculation of the gain.
Let the parameter be defined as the available space in the FPGA:
=S max -S cur (6) where: S max is the area of the target FPGA device and S cur is the area of the current solution. The best solution is a solution with the highest . But from the other side, for solutions with the highest , there is a greater probability of optimization in the next steps of the refinement. Thus, the gain E, that describes the quality of the improvement, is defined as follows:
* until Gain == 0;
}
In the first part, the COSEDYRES algorithm tries to remove one resource (PE) from the architecture. All tasks from the removed PE are moved to other PEs (the inner for loop) according to the greatest value of a local gain E (which will be described later). To remove PE the number of resources in the architecture has to be greater then two. This step is repeated for each PE in the architecture then the solution giving the highest gain is stored as the best architecture. In the second part, the algorithm tries to allocate a new resource (this step is repeated for each resource from the library) and moves tasks from other PEs to the new one according to the highest gain (in the inner repeat loop). If the solution is better then the previous one then it is taken as the best architecture A
best .
The refinement is repeated until there is no better solution (the gain is not greater than 0). In the inner loops, where tasks are moved from one PE to another, the area of the SOPC system does not change. Hence, the new parameter: local gain E, is used to rate such modifications. The performance of a system is not always increased after moving a task v k , but may lead to higher speed of the system in further steps. When the execution time of v k in software is longer than the sum of the reconfiguration time and execution time of v k in hardware, then moving v k from software to hardware increases the probability of getting architecture with higher performance (more tasks are executed in hardware). If there are no possibilities to improve the solution then we assume that E=-1. Finally, the local gain is defined as follows:
E = (t i (v k )-t res(RSj) )/t j (v k ) when =0 and (8) t res(PEj) < t i (v k ) -1 in other cases
where: t i (v k ) and t j (v k ) are times of execution of task v k by PEs from which and to which the task is moved, respectively; t res(RSj) is the reconfiguration time of the sector RS j .
The last step in each pass of the refinement is a sector placement. Details are given in the next section. A best is the best architecture found in the current pass and it is taken as the initial architecture in the next pass. (v i ) is the area of VC implementing v i . The algorithm prefers to assign MET tasks to the same RS. In this way the area of a system is decreased and then more tasks may be assigned to hardware, thus the system performance may be higher. When MET tasks are assigned to the same GPP, they can be scheduled in the same time frame; therefore the scheduling algorithm takes them into account, too.
If a few MET tasks v i ,…,v i+n are assigned to the same RS, then the area of such RS has to be computed as: max(S vc (v i ),…, S vc (v i+n )), where S vc

SECTOR PLACEMENT
It is assumed that the basic reconfigurable module is a frame, spanning the height of an FPGA (as in Xilinx FPGAs). Each RS consists of multiple adjacent frames. Hence, RS placement should be strict linear. Another constraint concerns the communication scheduling: the sector reconfiguration and any transmission through this sector are not allowed in the same time. Therefore, transmissions can not overlap in time with reconfiguration. 
} }
For each permutation of sectors, the algorithm checks if the reconfiguration time frame of RS k does not overlap with the time frame of the data transmission, between two communicating resources located on both sides of the RS k . If there is such conflict, the reconfiguration or the transmission is delayed. Among all permutations, the one with the best performance is taken as the A best in the current step of the algorithm. Fig. (2) illustrates sector placement in the architecture obtained for the system specified by the task graph from Fig.  (1) , using the algorithm described above. Fig. (3) shows the tasks scheduling and reconfigurations scheduling for this implementation. There are two dynamically reconfigurable sectors: RS1 and RS2, two GPPs and a control processor GPPr. All tasks assigned to RS1 and RS2 are implemented in hardware. Dynamic reconfiguration allows allocating more tasks than the sector size. Arrows show the order of reconfigurations. Such placement of sectors allows avoiding conflicts between reconfigurations and data transmissions. The only conflict that would appear is associated with the reconfiguration of the sector RS2 and the transmission from v7 to v10. To avoid it, the reconfiguration of this sector is delayed till the end of the data transmission from v7 to v10.
SELF-RECONFIGURABLE SYSTEMS
Architecture generated using COSEDYRES is supplemented with the GPPr processor that controls the reconfiguration of sectors. GPPr is a general purpose processor or a special IP module. Part of an FPGA is reserved for GPPr, before the algorithm starts. In this way the whole system is implemented in one FPGA and there are no other external modules to control reconfiguration process.
The method of implementation of self-reconfigurable systems is based on the Xilinx platform for dynamically selfreconfigurable architectures (SRP) [19] . One processor controls the reconfiguration of sectors. It can be an IP module like MicroBlaze soft core or a hardware core like the embedded PowerPC. Only one sector can be reconfigured at the given moment. The fastest 32-bits SelectMAP programming mode is used.
Bitstreams are generated by standard Xilinx tools according to Modular Design Flow [1] . One bitstream is generated for the initial system configuration, and partial reconfiguration bitstreams are generated for all configurations of each RS separately. Each reconfiguration starts after finishing preceding task or transmission. The procedure controlling reconfigurations that is executed by the GPPr looks as follows: Reconfigure(){ Load initial configuration A i to FPGA; do{ wait until rr i =true; Fig. (2) . Sector placement. Fig. (3) . Gantt charts of scheduled tasks and reconfigurations GPPr waits for any reconfigure request signal (rr i ), which is activated by PE finishing preceding task or transmission. Then, system is dynamically reconfigured by loading next bitstreams for the sector corresponding to the rr i signal. Sectors are reconfigured through special ICAP port (Internal Configuration Access Port) [19] (Fig. 2) .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section some experimental results, showing the efficiency of COSEDYRES algorithm, will be presented. First, the benefits of the dynamic reconfigurability will be demonstrated. For this purpose, the same systems will be synthesized and implemented as DRSOPC and SOPC systems [31, 32] . Next, by comparing results of the co-synthesis of systems represented by TG and CTG graphs, the benefits of considering mutually exclusive tasks in the system optimization will be presented. In order to estimate average benefits of the dynamic reconfiguration, some systems, specified by different random task graphs (from 10 to 150 nodes), where synthesized as SOPC and DRSOPC architectures. In the library of available resources were: one GPP, one VCs for each task and one communication link. The area of the target FPGA was adjusted to the number of tasks. Experimental results are given in Table 3 . The following columns of Table 3 contain: the size of the graph (number of nodes), the area of the FPGA, characteristics of architectures (for DRSOPC systems and SOPC systems). Architectures are characterized by: the total execution time of all tasks, the area and the number of GPPs, RSs and VCs. The last column shows speed-up of the system with dynamic reconfiguration in comparison with the system without dynamic reconfiguration (in percentage).
The experimental results show advantages of using partially reconfigurable FPGAs. Dynamically reconfigurable systems usually are significantly faster than these without dynamic reconfiguration. The same regions of the FPGA were used a few times for different functionalities, so more tasks were executed in hardware. The main bottleneck of dynamically reconfigurable systems is the time required for the reconfiguration, but proper scheduling of tasks lets minimize this problem.
Besides the quality of obtained results, the efficiency of the algorithm should be estimated by its computational complexity. Table 4 shows the estimation of the computational complexity based on experimental results. The following columns of Table 4 contain: the size of a graph, the total number of evaluated solutions, the number of passes, the computational complexity (CPU seconds to the number of nodes ratio), the number of solutions to the number of nodes ratio. On the basis of experiments for random task graphs, the computational complexity of the COSEDYRES algorithm can be estimated by: O(n 3 ), where n is the number of nodes, and the complexity depending on the number of solutions can be estimated by O(n 2 ). The theoretical analysis indicated that the complexity of COSEDYRES can be estimated by O(r 2 n 2 ), where r is the number of resources available in the library. In these examples there were two types of resources (one GPP and one VC for each task), so experimental results confirm the theoretical analysis. Moreover, in practice the computational complexity of the presented algorithm is even a little lower.
Finally, benefits of the optimization based on mutually exclusive tasks were estimated. The results of the synthesis of systems specified by random CTG graphs (COSE-DYRES-CTG) were compared with results obtained for the same systems specified by TG graphs (COSEDYRES). The number of MET tasks in CTG graphs was adjusted to the number of nodes (such tasks were placed randomly in each CTG). The following columns of Table 5 presents: the size of the graph, the FPGA area, characteristics of architectures. Each system is characterized by: the execution time, the area and the number of hardware tasks in the architecture. The number of MET tasks in CTG is also given. The last column shows speed-up of the system that is represented by CTG in comparison with the system represented by TG (in percentage).
The experiments showed that considering mutual exclusive tasks, specified by CTG, enables to increase performance of a DRSOPC system using the COSEDYRES method. If MET tasks are assigned to the same reconfigurable sector, more tasks can be executed in hardware. METs are allocated only when the proper condition is satisfied (after reconfiguration of a sector). The performance increase depends on the number of MET tasks in CTG. If the number of METs in CTG is low then the performance increase may not be significant.
EXAMPLE 1: USB HUB
The first example, presenting advantages of our method, is the co-synthesis of the USB 2.0 Hub. The most complex function in the Hub is the Transaction Translator (TT). Other functions should be implemented in hardware or have no hard constraints. Therefore, the co-synthesis will be only used to optimize a module implementing the TT. Specification of the TT may be composed of the following processes: HSH that implements communication between TT and a host (HSH may be decomposed into two processes: HSHR -receiving data from the host, and HSHT -transmitting data to the host), SSF that manages periodic transmissions from the Fig. (4) . Conditional task graph for TT.
host to devices, CSF -responsible for periodic transmissions from devices to the host, BC -manages block transmissions from devices to the host (decomposed into BCU and BCD). The CTG graph specifying the TT is presented in Fig. (4) . Two pairs of tasks are mutually exclusive: (SSF, BCD) and (BCU, CSF). Information about it may allow performing better optimization.
Assume, that only one GGP module (with an area equal to 100 CLBs), and only one communication channel (with bandwidth equal to 80 MB/s), are available. The library of software and hardware components is given in Table 6 . The amount of data transmitted between tasks is showed in Fig.  (4) as labels of edges. Time required for transmissions will be the following: It was assumed that the area of the TT is limited to 800 CLBs. First, the TT was synthesized without taking into consideration the MET tasks. As a result, the architecture with the total execution time equal to 4408 s and the area equal to 741 CLBs was found. In this architecture 3 tasks were executed by GPP and others in hardware. Moreover, there was no possibility to increase the system performance using dynamic reconfiguration.
Next, the COSEDYRES method was used for the synthesis of the TT specified by the CTG graph from Fig. (4) . The architecture consisting of two GPPs and two RSs were found. All MET tasks were assigned to the same RS sector. In this way, there is not necessary to allocate these tasks in the same time period, but they can be allocated, depending on actual value of the corresponding condition. Hence, the area occupied by these tasks was decreased twice. Task scheduling in this implementation is presented in Fig. (5) . The total time of execution of all tasks in TT equals 2993 s and area equals 760 CLBs. This is the best solution for assumed space constraint. This example shows that taking into consideration MET tasks enables to get significantly faster architectures (about 33% in this case).
Next, the refinement process of the TT architecture will be demonstrated. Fig. (6) illustrates successive solutions chosen by the COSEDYRES algorithm during the refinement. Big points indicate solutions with the highest gain found in each step. It should be noticed that the algorithm is not greedy; it chooses not only solutions with the highest performance, sometimes chooses also slower ones but with larger available space in the FPGA. Such solutions give higher probability of achieving better solution in the next steps (like solution 8).
EXAMPLE 2: EMBEDDED WEB SERVER
Today, many devices are controlled through Internet by HTTP protocol. Therefore, many embedded systems implement some network functionalities. The next example, demonstrating the advantages of the COSEDYRES method, will be the co-synthesis of the module implementing a simple web server. Function of this server may be specified by the Fig. (6) . Convergence chart for TT described by CTG.
conditional task graph presented in Fig. (7) . It consists of the following tasks: -GetReq: process that waits on notifications on port 80. All requests are send to ProcReq and after emptying transceiver buffer the information is send to Trans.
ProcReq: process that is activated after receiving information from GetReq. It reads data packages into buffer. After receiving a full HTTP request the information is send to ProcGet or ProcPost, depending on the request type. Since this process is the most complex, it is decomposed into ProcReq1 and ProcReq2.
ProcGet: processing the GET requests.
ProcPost: processing the POST requests. Tasks Trans and ProcReq (ProcReq1, ProcReq2) will never be executed in the same time, but depending on the Dir condition. If Dir=1 then after finishing ProcReq, task ProcGet or ProcPost will be executed, depending on the Req condition. Thus, in this CTG hierarchical conditions exist.
Assume that there is only one GPP module available with an area equal to 200 CLBs, and that the available communication channel transmits 30 B during 75 ns. Table 7 presents the library of hardware and software components. In the following experiments, the embedded web server was synthesized assuming the space constraint of the FPGA equals to 1000 CLBs. First, the system was implemented as a SOPC. The fastest SOPC architecture contains one GPP executing 3 tasks and four VCs. The Gantt chart for such SOPC system is given in Fig. (8) . The characteristic of this system is the following: the total execution time T=5150 μs and the area S=968 CLBs.
Next, the COSEDYRES method was applied to obtain DRSOPC implementation, but the system was represented by the task graph (without conditional edges). In the initialization phase the following available sector sizes were generated: 56, 168, 280 and 336 CLBs. As the result of the cosynthesis, the architecture where all tasks were assigned to hardware was generated. It was possible due to dynamic reconfiguration. Scheduling of tasks for DRSOPC implementation, where system is represented by TG is illustrated in Fig. (9) . For such system, characteristic is the following: T=4026 μs, S=996 CLBs. Increase in performance, in comparison to the SOPC implementation, equals 22%. Reconfigurations were partially performed in parallel with computations, thus the impact of the reconfiguration time on the decrease in the system performance was reduced.
Finally, the system specified by the conditional task graph was synthesized. A few pairs of tasks are mutually exclusive: {(Trans, ProcReq1), (Trans, ProcReq2), (ProcGet, ProcPost), (Trans, ProcGet), (Trans, ProcPost)}. COSEDYRES algorithm found an architecture with two reconfigurable sectors, with areas equal to 280 and 336 CLBs. Fig. (10) illustrates scheduling of tasks for DRSOPC system specified by the CTG graph. Tasks ProcReq2 and Trans were assigned to the same RS1 sector and scheduled parallel (they are executed depending on the Dir condition). Similarly tasks ProcGet and ProcPost were assigned to the same RS2 and they are executed depending on the Req condition. Such tasks need not be allocated in the same time, but can be allocated by dynamic reconfiguration after the condition is evaluated. The characteristic of the architecture obtained using COSEDYRES method is: T=3694 μs and S=850 CLBs. Performance was increased by 8% in comparison with the previous solution and the area occupied by web server was decreased by 15%. Much better utilization of the space in the FPGA (smaller areas of sectors) caused that reconfiguration times of RSs were shorter, thus reducing the total execution time of the system. 
Dir=0
Dir=1
Req=GET Req=POST ProcReq2   Fig. (7) . CTG specification of the embedded web server. Presented examples showed that the dynamic reconfiguration gives faster systems when reconfiguration tasks are properly scheduled and executed in parallel with computations. Moreover, considering mutually exclusive tasks in a system model brings additional possibilities of optimizations, in order to achieve faster dynamically reconfigurable systems (when MET tasks are allocated in the same sector). 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the co-synthesis algorithm that targets at dynamically reconfigurable multiprocessor SOPC systems, with possibility of considering mutually exclusive tasks, was presented. The method is dedicated to the most popular partial reconfigurable Xilinx FPGAs. Reconfiguration of parts of the FPGA is controlled by the embedded processor. Hence, the whole system is placed in one FPGA. Dynamic reconfiguration enables different functionalities to be allocated in the same part of an FPGA. Due to implementation of more tasks in hardware, the overall performance is significantly higher, even if the reconfiguration may take some additional time. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first co-synthesis algorithm for multiprocessor SOPCs dealing with dynamically selfreconfigurable systems, and one of the first algorithms taking into consideration placement constraints for most popular modern FPGAs. This is also the first co-synthesis algorithm for dynamically reconfigurable SOPC systems that considers mutually exclusive tasks specified by the CTG graph. Such information let better utilize the space allocated to the designed system by assigning more task to hardware, thus speeding up the system. Moreover, the COSEDYRES algorithm has Fig. (8) . Gantt chart of the web server implemented as SOPC. Fig. (9) . Gantt chart of the web server represented by TG and implemented as DRSOPC. Fig. (10) . Gantt chart of Web Server represented by CTG and implemented as DRSOPC. a low computational complexity, and it has a capability of avoiding local maxima of the performance (that is the most common drawback of refinement methods).
